
A hilarious mix of physical comedy, clowning and perfectly crafted
juggling routines, where everyday objects are bought to life.

"Spectacular fun" ★★★★ (The Wee Review)



Mr Vita presents a highly skilled gentleman juggler comedy show for all ages.

Mr Vita performs finely crafted juggling routines, mixing classical and experimental
juggling. Bringing to life everyday objects such as fishing poles, drinking glasses and

kebab sticks alongside invented props and gymnastic balls, in routines that guarantee to
surprise and entertain all age groups.

With the air of a punkish matador, this eccentric and playful character looks like he could
have walked straight out of a cartoon and onto the stage. Rather, he invites the audience

into his zany cartoon world, communicating with his expressive rubber skin, physical
comedy and sounds.

Mr Vita has his own unique style of audience participation and invites his audience’s to
be highly interactive throughout the show as he expertly mixes together circus, clowning

and gags. 

 The show culminates with a traditional style grand finale that sees Mr Vita balanced high
above the ground on a rola bola while juggling and spinning a frisbee on his head.

The show can be tailored to meet the needs of the client and can be performed in
versions from 10-45 min.  Please don't hesitate to contact Kiki for more infomation.



Kiki Vita
hello.kiki.vita@gmail.com
www.lascossasnostra.com
+34 625187201
         @ kiki.vita.artist 
         Youtube

Kiki Vita

Contact

Kiki is an experienced and versatile performer, hailing from Seville, that is able to connect
with audiences of all ages and backgrounds in any situation having performed in over 30
countries from Kosovo to Fiji and Egypt to Edinburgh.  

 Kiki is passionate and highly skilled juggler who mixes traditional technical juggling with
his own inventions.  A lover of clowning and breaking the fourth wall, he is a self
proclaimed 'professional stupid', and is dedicated to exploring the stupidness in
everything and the everyday.

He has performed at major festivals like Edinburgh Fringe Festival, Glastonbury Festival,
Christchurch Buskers Festival, Western Australia Circus Festival and La Merce and has
performed for clients such as Formula 1, BMW and Dubai Mall. He has also been in
numerous group shows, MC’s and is currently a core member of Swiss Company,
Panorama. 

"Spectacular fun… a delightful blend of cheekiness with a pinch of naughtiness that
appeals right across the spectrum of ages' ★★★★ (TheWeeReview Scotland)

"Generous and warm-hearted clowning… A consummate professional and charismatic
performer who can entertain the whole family' (TheCircusDiaries.com).

http://www.lascossasnostra.com/
https://www.instagram.com/kiki.vita.artist/
https://www.instagram.com/kiki.vita.artist/
https://www.youtube.com/@kikivita

